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YEYA  I NGWEYA
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We are proud of the work we have achieved 
 this year to keep Pertame language, culture,
songs, dances and kinship structures strong.
Our children now know who they are, where
they come from and where they fit in within
Pertame family networks.  

Our School has seen our adults and young
people stepping up and out of their comfort
zones. They are public speaking in front of large
crowds, running lessons and being strong role
models for their children, grandchildren and
great grandchildren to look up to. 

We have seen our family and community go
through rapid positive changes over 2018-19.
Although we know we have a long way to go
before our Pertame language is out of
endangerment, we know that we now have a
connected, inspired and courageous family
ready to tackle the challenges and carry our
unique Pertame culture on into the future. 
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I was happy to sit down with my mother and the kids talking
and singing about body parts. It was good to see the kids

joining in with the singing in Pertame on stage

PARR T J I MA

In April this year Pertame School was invited to run a Pertame language lesson on stage
as part of a series of interactive workshops at Parrtjima Night Festival of Lights.
"Parrtjima" or "Parrtyima" is an Arrernte and Pertame word for "shining lights". It is a free
festival that showcases Indigenous artwork with light installations projected onto the
MacDonnell Ranges in Alice Springs. 

Pertame elder Christobel Swan, her daughter Aurial Swan and grand-daughter Vanessa
Farrelly ran an interactive workshop on Pertame body parts using songs, games and
videos. Twelve Pertame children joined their elders on stage to perform the Pertame
body song, "Kuperta, Parlepa, Mpera, Ingka" (heads, shoulders, knees and toes). A
number of Pertame family members who were in the audience were proud to see their
people on stage teaching our endangered language. 

Aurial Swan



RELHA  MAPA  AP PAPENHA  MAPA  PE TYEMA

NGELA - T YEKA
UN I T ED  NAT I ON S  PERMANENT  FORUM  ON  I N D I GENOUS  I S S UE S  

In May this year, Pertame representatives Vanessa Farrelly and fluent Elder speaker
Kathleen Bradshaw were invited to attend a Master-Apprentice Language Revival
Workshop in New York as a part of the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous
issues. 

Through this workshop the Pertame Project made international connections with
Indigenous people around the world, and received world-class training on how to create
new fluent language speakers to save endangered Indigenous languages. The workshop
was hosted by the Yuchi Language Project (yuchilanguage.org/), a Language immersion
program that has created 16 young second language speakers of Yuchi to bring the
language into the next generation.  The trip to New York has inspired the Pertame
Program to trial similar language immersion techniques that pairs elders with young
people for intensive one-on-one language learning. 

Read more about the trip in Vanessa Farrelly's article here: 
 https://www.batchelor.edu.au/portfolio/master-apprentice-language-revival-in-nyc/

l-r Micha Deo, Chaske Turning Heart, Vanessa Farrelly, Kathleen Bradshaw, Nahalay Turning Heart, Richard Grounds,

Halay Turning Heart - the Yuchi family that invited our Pertame Project to New York

Vanessa and Kathleen with Stanley Rodriguez, from the California Indigenous Language Revival Project



It was really good for me and Vanessa to go to New York on a language
journey. Indigenous people all around the world are trying to enstate the

importance of reviving our languages. It really showed me the importance of
keeping our Indigenous language alive all across the world. It showed me that

our Pertame project is a very small but important part of a global language
revival movement. That's our identity. We are no one else. We are Aboriginal
people with our own law, language and culture. It is amazing that we are still

speaking our language after colonisation. But it is not flourishing as it did
when I was a little girl. That's why it is so incredible that these kids have taken

it on board and they want to continue this language. They can teach their
little ones along the way in their little houses.   

RELHA  MAPA  AP PAPENHA  MAPA  PE TYEMA

NGELA - T YEKA
UN I T ED  NAT I ON S  PERMANENT  FORUM  ON  I N D I GENOUS  I S S UE S  

Kathleen Bradshaw, Pertame elder & fluent speaker

The most important thing I learnt was that our language programs did not have to be like our schooling.
Our schooling comes from a colonial western model. And we know it is not working for our children.

When we were babies, we managed to learn our first language without knowing what a noun, transitive
verb, or relative clause was. We just listened to our parents speaking language to us and around us, and
slowly we understood. This is the model that the Yuchi people of Oklahoma are using to great success. It

is called language immersion. The theory is that people can learn their second language like they did
their first language. If they are exposed to their Indigenous language in context for 10-20 hours a week,

they will eventually understand the language and speak it. In the Master-Apprentice model, English
translations are out, spelling and writing is out, and sentence structure lessons and grammar lessons are

out. Understanding language must be in context, and you must stay in the language as you learn.

Vanessa Farrelly



MASTER  AP P RENT I C E  P ROGRAM

Master-Apprentice language revival programs work on the premise of elder fluent speakers as language
masters, and young language learners as apprentices.  These programs value intense one-on-one time
between speakers and learners to recreate how babies learn their first language, through immersion.
Master-Apprentice Programs focus on elders using gestures, pictures and body language to
communicate the meaning of language, rather than using English translations, grammar explanations or
writing systems. Elders and apprentices must stay in their Indigenous language for 10-20 hours a week,
and work together to ask questions, determine meaning and build confidence in understanding, then
speaking the language. This method has been proven effective for Indigenous communities in North
America, as it focuses on teaching language intensively to a few students to create new completely
fluent speakers, rather than teaching small amounts of language to lots of students.  

After returning from our New York training, the Pertame Project trialed a pilot  Master-Apprentice
program with four Pertame young people who volunteered during a community meeting. Kayla
Dashwood, Jaye Swan, Chelsea Tilmouth and Vanessa Farrelly spent two evenings a week with Christobel
Swan attempting to create Pertame language immersion with the goal of becoming fluent speakers. The
pilot went from May-September 2019. 

This pilot stage taught us valuable lessons that will inform the 2020 second stage of the
Master-Apprentice Program, such as:

 

Supporting apprentices to commit the required 10-20 hours a week by offering scholarship stipends
to offset the time away from their lives. The Elder will also be paid for their knowledge. 
Creating structured lesson plans and curriculum to ensure the apprentices' learning is consistent and
comprehensive. 
Creating a home for the language, by building a Master-apprentice office for the group to hold
immersion sessions in to minimise distraction and be associated as the space for Pertame, not
English. 
Requiring each apprentice to apply for the apprenticeship position and hold formal interviews to
solidify each apprentices' commitment to the program. 



NA I DOC

In July this year Pertame School had a presence at Alice Springs NAIDOC celebrations
selling our family's artworks to raise money for our language school. Family generously
donated their traditional paintings and jewellery to display at our stall. NAIDOC is a
great opportunity to get out in the community and demonstrate all the successes of
our schools. 

At the NAIDOC family day, our elder Christobel Swan was named NAIDOC Elder of the
year for her incredible work saving her language over the past 20 years. Her daughter
Aurial Swan accepted Christobel's reward on her behalf. Vanessa Farrelly also won
NAIDOC Youth of the year for her work organising the Pertame School and working
with her elders. 

I was proud to go up and accept my mother's award at NAIDOC
week for Elder of the year when she was away. At first I felt real

nervous, but when I got up I felt good 
Aurial Swan

Vanessa

Farrelly

receiving her

Youth of the

Year award

Aurial Swan

receiving the

Elder of the

Year award on

behalf of her

mother



KETYEYA  MAPA  KALTY I R REKA
YOUTH  T RA I N I NG  +  P UL I I MA

Pertame young people have proudly
represented our language program this year at
a number of events. Chelsea Tilmouth attended
the RNLD and First Languages Australia Youth
Professional Development workshop in May this
year. This four day workshop focussed on
linguistics, language documentation, sound
recording and editing, public speaking, language
teaching and project planning. 

Chelsea Tilmouth, Jaye Swan and Kayla
Dashwood also attended the Puliima Language
and Technology conference in Darwin in August
this year. They participated in the Young
Language Champion's Program and delivered a
presentation about the Pertame Project in front
of an audience of over 500 conference
participants.   

The Pertame Project is proud to give our young
people opportunities to travel, connect with
Indigenous people from across Australia and
develop their skills to carry on the Pertame
Project into the future. 

It was a good experience going and meeting new people that have
similar issues as we do with their language being broken. At the

Puliima Conference, we learnt lots of different ways Indigenous people
are saving their language, for us to take back with us. 

Jaye Swan

It was good to meet all the young Indigenous language champions at the
conference. They were so friendly and welcoming. We were inspired by

all the old people sharing their experiences.

Kayla Dashwood



S CHOOL  HOL I DAY  P ROGRAM

Npernirretya 
Kinship

In the July school holidays the Pertame Project ran a 4-day holiday program for
Pertame children, lead by Pertame elders and adults. We flew Kathleen Bradshaw,
Pertame elder fluent speaker and qualified teacher, from Karratha in WA to lead the
program. From Monday-Thursday, Pertame family members picked up Pertame
children from their houses in the morning and run Pertame educational activities
with the children from 9am-3pm in Alice Springs. 

A major focus of the Holiday Program was teaching the children
about Pertame kinship structures, responsibilities and connections.
Each child received a Pertame School uniform with a unique colour
representing their skin group, with their skin name on the back. The
design on the front was drawn by Sheree Cocker, a Pertame artist.
 The logo depicts 8 people sitting around having a meeting. The larger U shapes
represent the elders Kathleen and Christobel, our two Pertame  speakers, and the
smaller U shapes represent the children sitting down learning from the elders. The 8
shapes represent the 8 skin groups. Our school holiday program incorporated many
activities where skin groups did activities as a team to help the children identify and
remember their skin name as their identity. 

The photos below show the adults and children participating in an interactive exercise
where each skin groups relationship to each other was connected by different coloured
string. Pink string represented the mothers line, blue string represented the father's line
and the orange string represented the "right skin" or promised one relationships
between skin names. This was a visual way for the children to understand where they fit
into the Pertame kinship system. 



NPERN I R RE TYA
K I N SH I P

Peltharra

Ngala Perrurla

Mpetyana Kngwarreye Kemarra

Penangka

Pengarta

A person’s position in the kinship system establishes their

relationship to others and to the universe, prescribing

their responsibilities towards other people, the land and

natural resources.

Blue: male line

Red: female line



S CHOOL  HOL I DAY  P ROGRAM

Merna pa kera putya-rinya pa arretha
Bush foods and medicine

During the school holiday program we also took the children out to nearby country
around Alice Springs to cook kangaroo tail, pick and make bush medicine. Eating food
and producing medicine from the land is an important part of Pertame culture. It is
vital that Pertame children are engaging in these practices and are able to carry them
on into the future. The children were also taught the language names surrounding
these practices. 

Ethan and Kanasha putting

crushed Arretha plant into

the billycan

The finished product of the

arretha bush medicine rub

The arretha plant, aka

native fuchsia bush

Chelsea and Chanara cooking kangaroo tailCooked kangaroo tail "kera arra tela"



S CHOOL  HOL I DAY  P ROGRAM

Rurla kenha pmera
Excursions: Botanic Gardens 

The first excursion of our school holiday program involved taking the children to
the Olive Pink Botanic Gardens to learn the Pertame names and knowledge of
plants on country first hand. The children had a scavenger hunt where they had to
find the plant in the photo, draw a picture of it and identify it's Pertame name. The
children who completed the scavenger hunt won a prize. 

Shakayla pointing to

ranta (bush tomato)

Jacob recording the

tyurrka (wild fig) he

found

Taya found bush

medicine, arratha 



S CHOOL  HOL I DAY  P ROGRAM

Arrkenha-irretyeka kaltya-irretyeka
Learning Through Games

Pertame plant name bingo

Skin name relays and egg (kwarta) and spoon race

Pertame (Chinese) whispers and head, shoulders knees and toes

(kuperta, parlepa, mpera and ingka)



S CHOOL  HOL I DAY  P ROGRAM

Pinta-lhema pa yeya imanka-rinya
Art & History

Our School Holiday program gave Pertame
children the opportunity to express themselves
creatively through painting their own tote bags.
Many of the children painted their own skin
names on their bags, demonstrating that they
were proud of their Pertame identity. 

As the NAIDOC theme for 2019 was "Voice,
Treaty, Truth", we ran a session on our history
as First Nations People in Australia. The
picture on the right shows Kathleen Bradshaw
working out the number of years since non-
Indigenous people came to Australia. We are
teaching our children that they are from the
First Peoples in Australia, and that our
language Pertame belongs to our country. We
are showing them that being Aboriginal is
something to be proud of, rather than
ashamed of. 



S CHOOL  HOL I DAY  P ROGRAM

Nwernaka yeya alpmilema 
Telling our story

On the final day of the School Holiday Program,
we rewarded the children with an excursion to
the Desert Park to see the animals, birds and
reptiles around our country. 

ABC Alice Springs joined us at Desert Park to
interview our elders and children about the
Holiday Program and our Pertame language. 
We believe it is important to educate our
community about the existence of Pertame and
the inspirational work of our family. Too often
Pertame is forgotten about in Central Australia
since we are a small language group with few
speakers left. 

It's really good to see the family are really getting involved and
showing that they are learning. It's making nana Chrissy proud. When
the kids show up, they are always in their skin name T-shirts. Now all
the kids know their skin names and where they fit into our Pertame

kinship system. All this learning is important for all the family to know
where they fit into the Pertame culture and identity. 

Geraldine Stewart, Pertame adult



Ingweya mapa nema kaltya-nthema
Elders as teachers

ON - COUNTRY  S CHOOL  CAMP

In October this year we held our 5th on-country language camp with key Pertame
elders. Our focus was getting the children back on country, and introducing immersion
language learning approaches to the Pertame young people and adults. 

This camp we aspired to increase the involvement of Pertame fluent speakers from
different family groups to ensure Christobel and Kathleen were more supported to
speak Pertame conversationally throughout the camp. We encouraged adults and
youth to spend one-on-one time with each elder to increase their exposure to the
language. Ipads and a "Pertame Survival Phrases" app with audio to support adults to
ask elders questions in Pertame, rather than English. 



Nthepa pa ilhelhema 
Dance and Song

ON - COUNTRY  S CHOOL  CAMP

An important part of Pertame culture is dance and song. It is tradition for girls to be
taught to dance by their grandmothers. For the first time for many of our young Pertame
girls, they were given the opportunity to learn their Pertame dances. Our old women
sung the songs in language, and the adult women took the lead in demonstrating and
teaching the girls how to dance. At the end of the camp, the girls were confident enough
to dance by themselves. 

The elder women got up and showed the younger girls their dances. I was
so happy to see by the end of the camp the young girls were dancing

themselves and wanted to keep going. They put their shame aside and
were proud of who they were. 

Geraldine Stewart, Pertame adult



Werra pa Urta
Boys and Men 

ON - COUNTRY  S CHOOL  CAMP

Pinta-lhema pa arretha mparema
Art and Bush Medicine

While some adults were learning language, other Pertame adults and young people
took the children to find and make bush medicine, and paint boomerangs. 

While the girls and women were dancing,
the boys and men went with their uncles
to learn the traditional methods of
preparing kangaroo tails on the fire. 

This was the first time the school
empowered our men to lead an activity for
the boys. It is important for boys and
young men to have strong Pertame role
models. 



Ketyeyala Pertama yeya alpmilema
Pertame Theatre

ON - COUNTRY  S CHOOL  CAMP

The children and their adult
supporter came up with their own
stories using Pertame animal
puppets and hosted puppet shows
in front of the family. This activity
required the children to use their
creativity, work as a team and
perform in front of their family to
build their confidence. The children
were to incorporate as much
Pertame language into their puppet
shows as they could. 

Later on, Christobel translated each
of the children's stories into Pertame
and made story book resources
which we will give back to the family.
This way Pertame children have
ownership over those stories and
feel connected to the language
learning resources. 

I really love coming back to
Alice Springs then going back

out to Boomerang homelands.
I'm really moved by the effort

our family put into going along
to our language camps,

espeically the young adults. 

Kathleen Bradshaw



Overtime since I moved away, I go back home
and see that our language has diminished. Now

I’m seeing hope! Now when I go back home
there are more and more kids speaking their

language. I hear them. That’s my biggest dream,
seeing the little ones running around and

Pertame itna ngema, speaking Pertame when
they are playing. I have been away from home

as a child when I was at boarding school. When I
came back in the school holidays and spoke

Pertame back to my elders, they were so proud
of me. "You have been gone a long time, but
you still have your language" they used to tell
me. That will be good if visitors come to our
community and hear the children and young

adults flourishing in their language.

Kathleen Bradshaw

"I'm Seeing Hope"



WENHA  NWERNA  MPAREKA?
WHAT  D I D  WE  ACH I EVE ?  

Increased Pertame children's understanding of Pertame words and phrases 
Developed community-made Pertame language learning resources
Built up strong, connected Pertame families 
Pertame elders fulfilled their cultural responsibility to pass on their knowledge to
the next generation 
Built cultural and self-pride among Pertame children
Developed the project management, teaching and planning skills of adults and
young people involved
Took care of Pertame country by visiting, singing out to the ancestors and
speaking the language of the land
Nurtured Pertame children's creativity through art and craft activities 
Provided a safe family-centred environment,  for children to spend their school
holiday period
Provided opportunities for Pertame young people to develop their networks, skills
and experiences through travelling for conferences and workshops nationally and
internationally

Outcomes of Pertame School for 2019

I am proud to see that the kids show interest and keenness in their language
since the Pertame School program.  They are more aware that we are different

and that we got a language of our own instead of just talking English all the
time and that’s the norm. It’s not the norm. They have had a realisation
through Pertame School. They aren’t just learning the language they are

learning about culture, stories and where they fit in to the family line. It’s also
good for the kids to see the whole family coming together and getting along

with each other on our camps. They are finding out where they fit in and
meeting all their extended Pertame family. I also see the benefits from the

adults having that knowledge and sharing it with the little babies in the family.
It's getting the next generations started on the language. There are always

barriers - that’s our challenge to overcome the barriers and ensure different
family members are coming along. Everybody in our family comes along to the

Pertame School.

Kathleen Bradshaw



7 elders leaders teaching in Pertame School

12 Adults teachers and assistants 

16 young people teachers and assistants

42 Pertame children graduating from Pertame School  

Four different Pertame family groups participating in the

Pertame school

1 three-day on-country language camp at Boomerang Bore

1 week-long School holiday program in Alice Springs

3 Pertame language learning apps developed 

3 Pertame children's story books developed

800 Pertame words and audio clips recorded

1 Pertame young person enrolled into higher education pathways

through the Pertame Project's partnership with the Batchelor

Institute 

3 Pertame young people received media and filming training

5 Pertame elders and young people attended conferences and

workshops nationally and internationally

2 Pertame project leaders received NAIDOC awards

15 master-apprentice sessions in the pilot stage of the program

3 young people committed to spending 10-20 hours a week

becoming fluent Pertame speakers in 2020

The Numbers for 2019

NTHANKENTYA ?  
HOW MANY ?



YEYA  PER TA - I P E R RA   
MONEY  S TORY

Elder & Adult Consultants
36.1%

Project Manager Salary
28.7%

Travel
14.5%

Batchelor Institute Admin fee 
10%

Office Supplies, Catering & Consumables
8.8%

Operational Services
1.8%

In 2016 we met family members from the Fouress Foundation during their
visit to Alice Springs. The Fouress Foundation supported the

establishment of the Pertame School. In 2019 they generously continued
their support to assist the Pertame School to continue to grow. The

Fouress Foundation family live in Melbourne and are very happy to be
able to help our community maintain the Pertame language.



Ingweya relha mapa - Elders

ANG I R RAKA  PER TAMA  S CHOOL - LA  
FACES  OF  THE  PER TAME  S CHOOL

Relha mapa - Adults

Lorna Wilson Nola Forrester Myra Ah Chee Christobel Swan +
Kathleen Bradshaw

Leeane Swan Judy Swan Lynette Swan Derek Swan

Gary Swan Aurial Swan Geraldine Stewart Marlene Coombes

Rebecca Swan Marissa Bradshaw Lorraine Swan Rowena Swan



Jaye Swan Justine Swan Michelle Swan Cassandra Stewart

Relha mapa - Young people

Sasha Coull

Tamara Stewart Nikki Forrestor Chanara Coombes Vanessa Farrelly

Chelsea Tilmouth Kamillor Satour Krystal Swan/Furber

Nicholas FitzpatrickShannon Swan Kayla Dashwood Samantha Swan

ANG I R RAKA  PER TAMA  S CHOOL - LA  
FACES  OF  THE  PER TAME  S CHOOL



Destinee Mpetyana Dwayne Mpetyana Kye Pengarta Jodie Peltharra

Ketyeya mapa - kids!

Kanasha Mpetyana

Shanita Kngwerreye Nathan Peltharra Emmerson Peltharra Teya Mpetyana

Tiani Pengarta Shakayla Ngala Kamiah Mpetyana

Shanika KngwarreyeHelaina Kemarra Jayda Peltharra Mia Kngwarreye

ANG I R RAKA  PER TAMA  S CHOOL - LA  
FACES  OF  THE  PER TAME  S CHOOL



Madison Kngwarreye Bonnie May Rhoda Kemarra Richard Jnr Mpetyana

Ketyeya mapa - kids!

Samaya Mpetyana

Harper Peltharra Ethan Kemarra Jacob Mpetyana Eisha Mpetyana

Jack Mpetyana Hailey Peltharra Jacob Ngala

Caitlin MpetyanaEthan Penangka Justyse Mpetyana Mikayla + Aaliyah
Mpetyana

ANG I R RAKA  PER TAMA  S CHOOL - LA  
FACES  OF  THE  PER TAME  S CHOOL



Kristen + Philly Mpetyana Hunter Peltharra Tiahn Mpetyana Malachi Peltharra

Ketyeya mapa - kids!

Harper Peltharra Mariah Peltharra RJ Kngwarreye Tyrone Mpetyana

ANG I R RAKA  PER TAMA  S CHOOL - LA  
FACES  OF  THE  PER TAME  S CHOOL

Pertame children playing basket ball at Boomerang Bore homelands



MARRA  N THURRA
THANK  YOU

Thank you to our generous

supporters and partners that made

Pertame School possible in 2019 




